
Standard to Custom

Hinges

TriMark designs and   
manufactures standard 
and custom hinges for 
world leading companies                                        
in the agricultural,                                          
construction,                   
transportation and         
specialty vehicle markets.                               
Our experience and           
capabilities allow us to 
produce industrial hinges 
in plastic, die cast zinc, 
steel and stainless steel 
materials to suit light, 
medium and heavy duty 
applications. TriMark’s 
products include leaf/butt, 
four bar and barrel hinges                
with features such as free-
swinging, positioning/
detent; lift -off , articulated                   
travel and dampened   
functionality.

TriMark
Corporation

200-0500 Hinge Assembly
This diecast zinc leaf hinge can be surface mounted or used 

with spacers to accommodate off sets.

200-0100 Plastic Leaf Hinge
This glass reinforced nylon leaf style hinge is designed for 

fl ush compartment, access doors or hinged windows. It can 
be surface mounted with grommets and spacers included to 

facilitate mounting on 5 or 6mm thick glass.

200-0200 Cabinet Hinge
This is a concealed hinge that surface mounts for ease of 

installation and totally hidden applications. The concealed 
hinge action has a rotational axis outside of the physical 

door (up and out) and provides for fl ush doors when closed.

This Heavy-Duty Butt hinge is load rated to 800 lbs/set. Each 
hinge (2000 lbs/set) mounts with (6) M6 bolts and is provided 

in primer grey fi nish.

200-7100 Hinge Assembly
This aluminum hinge is designed for light duty vehicle 

applications on storage compartments or hinged windows.

200-0800 Heavy Duty Butt Hinge
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We invite you to check us out and 
see why TriMark is the leading global 
door solution provider off ering Global 
Reach, Global Support and Global 
Supply of access door systems.

Custom   
Hinges

Custom Hinges

Custom 4-Bar Hinges
TriMark’s four-bar hinges provide concealed mounting 
for “out of sight” installation with durable performance. 

The four-bar hinge also provides articulated travel for          
specialized door travels when a standard hinge would 

cause interference between the door and surround.

If a standard “off  the shelf” 
product will not suffi  ce, 
we can custom-design and   
manufacture hinges to your 
exact specifi cations and       
requirements. 

Shown are just a few samples of Custom Hinges that 
we produce. Custom hinges can be manufactured to a                                       

customer’s drawing to the exact specifi cations or a          
TriMark engineered design for a unique and specifi c hinge 

that performs to your requirements. 
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